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Abstract: Deformations in lithium-ion batteries, which may lead to thermal runaway, can occur
during storage and transportation handling, as well as in road use. In this study, both radial and
axial compression deformation were produced experimentally to analyze their influence on the
performance and safety of lithium-ion batteries. In the radial plate compression experiment, the
battery was loaded to different displacements and then charge–discharge cycles were performed.
It was found that the greater the deformation of the battery, the smaller the initial capacity and the
faster the capacity decay. Under axial loading, the voltage of low state of charge (SOCs) batteries
showed a clear step-drop phenomenon. The battery was compressed until the first voltage drop,
loading was stopped, and the voltage gradually dropped to 0 V. For high-SOC lithium-ion batteries,
there was almost no voltage step-down, and a small deformation could cause thermal runaway in
the battery. The results showed that the small deformation in the radial direction only reduced the
capacity of the battery, but had little impact on its safety, whereas a small deformation in the axial
direction was more likely to cause an internal short circuit (ISC).

Keywords: deformation; lithium-ion battery safety; capacity attenuation; internal short circuit

1. Introduction

Lithium-ion batteries are often used in energy storage devices for electric vehicles
(EVs) due to their long cycle life, high energy density, and high specific power. However, in
recent years, electric vehicle accidents caused by battery damage have occurred frequently,
causing serious losses to people’s lives and properties. In order to ensure the safety of power
batteries, relevant international organizations have formulated rules and regulations [1,2],
and a large number of scholars have joined the research community on lithium-ion batteries.

Lithium-ion battery failure is mainly caused by electrical abuse, thermal abuse, and
mechanical abuse; of these, mechanical abuse (for example, deformation, acupuncture,
and collapse) is the most common cause of battery failure, and will affect battery safety.
In view of this phenomenon, researchers have conducted a large number of experiments
on lithium-ion batteries to study the deformation modes and failure mechanisms [3–9],
such as quasi-static radial plate compression test, indentation test, axial compression test,
dynamic impact test, drop weight test and so on. In addition, according to the structural
and mechanical characteristics of the battery, the finite element model is established to
predict the failure [10–14], which can provide a guarantee for the safe use of the battery.
The experimental results show that both loading speed and battery SOC affect the safety of
lithium-ion batteries [15–17], and power batteries with higher loading speed and SOC are
more prone to thermal runaway. Thermal runaway is the most serious damage mode of
power batteries, often caused by mechanical abuse; thermal runaway is irreversible and can
easily occur. For lithium-ion batteries without thermal runaway, the failure of the battery is
often judged by the voltage drop or load inflection point caused by an internal short circuit.
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However, in some special cases, the battery does not show an obvious fault phenomenon,
and the battery management system (BMS) cannot detect the degree of damage, which carriers
hidden security risks. For example, deformation that does not cause thermal runaway during
storage, transportation, or use may cause potential damage to the battery and pose a hazard. In
order to reduce the occurrence of accidents, it is important to determine the health of a battery.
Li et al. [18] found that by establishing the relationship between battery capacity, temperature
rise, deformation, and other parameters, the sensor network measurement values can be
used to monitor the performance and safety of lithium-ion batteries. Spielbauer et al. [19]
proposed a method to detect the damage and critical safety state of lithium-ion batteries under
deforming mechanical abuse using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. They found that
local deformation does not cause an increase in electrochemical impedance spectrum, whereas
large-area compression deformation causes an increase in ohmic resistance. Müller et al. [20]
found that appropriate uniform pressure distribution is beneficial to battery performance
and cycle life. Zhu et al. [21,22] studied the capacity loss mechanism of lithium-ion pocket
cells induced by mechanical indentation using both in situ and non-in situ methods, and
found that the indentation experiment would attenuate the battery capacity. In addition
to the improvement of electrode materials [23,24], the electronic conductivity is also an
important aspect for the capacity study. Yue et al. [25,26] provided basic insights into the
electron conductivity, cycle durability, and rate capability of metal phosphide electrodes,
and found that phosphorus doping has an indispensable role in significantly improving the
electron conductivity and Li+ diffusion kinetics of NiMoO4 materials. Li et al. [27] studied
the processes of lithiation and delithiation of lithium-ion batteries, and proposed strategies to
optimize ion migration. Mallarapu et al. [28] found that during the deformation process, the
ionic conductivity in the electrolyte decreased and the joule heating caused by ionic current
increased significantly. However, there are few detailed studies on the influence of deformation
on the safety and capacity of power batteries under quasi-static plate compression.

In this study, the quasi-static radial and axial loading of lithium-ion battery was
performed, and the load, voltage, displacement, and other data during the loading process
were recorded. Combined with the CT scanning technology, the deformation modes of the
lithium-ion battery were analyzed along the two loading directions, and the influence of
different deformations on battery capacity and safety performance was studied.

2. Preparations for Experiments
2.1. The Battery Information

A commercial ternary cylindrical lithium-ion battery with a height of 65 mm and a
diameter of 18 mm was used in this study. The battery is composed of a shell, jellyroll, and
steel core, and the positive cap has a pressure reducing valve, as shown in Figure 1. The
jellyroll of the cylindrical battery is wound in the order of separator–negative–separator–
positive, and the hard shell surrounding the jellyroll is made by stainless steel. The anode
and cathode electrode materials are NCM523 and graphite, respectively, and the main
electrolyte material is LiPF6.
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Figure 1. CT scan of 18650 lithium-ion battery: (a) cross section; (b) longitudinal section. 
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Before the test, the LAND battery test instrument was used to charge the lithium-ion 

battery to the specified SOC according to the constant current–constant voltage (CC-CV) 
charging mode. The research showed that the CC-CV charging mode could achieve effi-
cient charging while protecting batteries, and can provide detailed battery information 
[29]. The typical charging mode had the following order. First, the battery is charged to 
4.2 V at a charging rate of 0.2 C, and then charged to a current of 0.02 C at a constant 
voltage of 4.2 V. Second, the battery is discharged to a voltage of 2.75 V at a discharge rate 
of 0.2 C and rested for 1 min. Finally, the battery is charged to a specified capacity at a 
charging rate of 0.2 C. Figure 2 shows the charging and discharging curves of the 80% 
SOC lithium-ion battery. 
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In the quasi-static radial compression test, a universal material testing machine 
(model: ETM 105D, wance Technologies Ltd., Shenzhen, China) was used for displace-
ment loading, as shown in Figure 3. A digital oscilloscope (model: Tektronix TDS 2024C, 
Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, USA) was used to record the voltage of the battery. An infrared 
thermal imager (model: Yoseen X640A600MF25, Wuhan Yoseen Infrared Co., Ltd., Wu-
han, China) was used for the temperature changes.  

Figure 1. CT scan of 18650 lithium-ion battery: (a) cross section; (b) longitudinal section.

2.2. Introduction to the Experiment

Before the test, the LAND battery test instrument was used to charge the lithium-ion
battery to the specified SOC according to the constant current–constant voltage (CC-CV)
charging mode. The research showed that the CC-CV charging mode could achieve efficient
charging while protecting batteries, and can provide detailed battery information [29]. The
typical charging mode had the following order. First, the battery is charged to 4.2 V at
a charging rate of 0.2 C, and then charged to a current of 0.02 C at a constant voltage of
4.2 V. Second, the battery is discharged to a voltage of 2.75 V at a discharge rate of 0.2 C
and rested for 1 min. Finally, the battery is charged to a specified capacity at a charging rate
of 0.2 C. Figure 2 shows the charging and discharging curves of the 80% SOC lithium-ion
battery.
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Figure 2. Charge and discharge curve of lithium−ion battery.

In the quasi-static radial compression test, a universal material testing machine (model:
ETM 105D, wance Technologies Ltd., Shenzhen, China) was used for displacement loading,
as shown in Figure 3. A digital oscilloscope (model: Tektronix TDS 2024C, Tektronix Inc.,
Beaverton, OR, USA) was used to record the voltage of the battery. An infrared thermal
imager (model: Yoseen X640A600MF25, Wuhan Yoseen Infrared Co., Ltd., Wuhan, China)
was used for the temperature changes.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Study on Radial Deformation Process

Quasi-static radial compression was performed on Li-ion batteries with different
SOCs at a loading speed of 2 mm/min. Figure 4a shows the relationship between load,
temperature, and voltage changes with loading displacement in the radial loading process
of the 20% SOC Li-ion battery. Thus, the nominal stress σ, nominal strain ε, and nominal
modulus E of the battery can be obtained. Nominal stress can be expressed as:

σ =
F
S

(1)

where F is the load and S is the contact area between the battery and the platform during
loading. S can be considered as:

S = b·l (2)

where b is the width of the contact area [14] and l is the axial length of the cylindrical
battery. Then, b can be estimated via:

b = 2R·arccos

(
R−δ

2
R

)
(3)

where R is the radius of the battery and δ is the loading displacement. Nominal strain ε can
be obtained as:

ε =
δ

2R
(4)
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The nominal modulus E is obtained by:

E =
dσ
dε

(5)

It can be seen from Figure 4b that the stress–strain curve of the battery has three stages:
the elastic stage followed by a plastic plateau stage, and the compaction stage, which
yielded similar characteristics to porous materials.

In order to understand the characteristics of battery deformation, the positive cap of
the lithium-ion battery was cut off and radial loading was performed, as shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5a shows the load and nominal modulus–displacement curve of the battery; it is
found that the peak load of the battery was similar to that of the complete battery, indicating
that the positive cap had little effect on the load carrying capacity of the battery.
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The loading process was divided into five stages according to the nominal modulus.
In Stage I, the battery just began to deform, and the steel casing resisted the load, as shown
in Figure 5b. In Stage II, the load growth slowed due to the deformation of the hollow
cylindrical steel core in the middle of the battery. The cylindrical steel core was the weakest
part during this stage and was eventually compressed to closure, as shown in Figure 5c,d.
In Stage III, with the core fully compacted, both the load and nominal modulus increased
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with the displacement, and the internal electrolyte was gradually squeezed out, as shown in
Figure 5e. When the compression displacement was about 6.39 mm, the nominal modulus
reached the maximum value. In Stage IV, the load still increased with the displacement, but
the nominal modulus started to decrease, and the electrolyte was poured out continuously,
as shown in Figure 5f. In Stage V, the battery was severely damaged, and lost the load-
bearing capacity. Cracks in the cross-section of the battery could be clearly seen in the
recovered sample, as shown in Figure 5g. It can be seen that the final failure modes of
the battery in radial plate compression were interlaminar fractures, local buckling, and
bending deformation.

3.2. Influence of Radial Deformation on Capacity and Safety

In the radial compression test, voltage drop was taken as the criterion of battery
failure. It was found that short circuit failure occurred only after the deformation of the
battery reached 6 mm. Therefore, the influence of different deformations on battery life was
considered. The battery was radially loaded and compressed to the specified deformation.
The battery without a short circuit was charged and discharged in cycles according to the
operation requirements in the manual. The health status of the battery was studied by
analyzing the attenuation degree of the battery capacity in the cycling charge and discharge
process.

Multiple groups of 40% SOC batteries were used for radial loading. The battery was
loaded to the different deformation, and the loading rate was 2 mm/min. After unloading,
the residual battery deformation was 0.42 mm, 1.08 mm, 2.74 mm, 2.80 mm, 3.20 mm, and
3.36 mm, as shown in Figure 6, and charge and discharge cycles were carried out on the
battery without an internal short circuit. Observation of the deformed lithium-ion battery
revealed that the positive and negative caps of the deformed battery were deformed and
protruded outward.
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Figure 7 was a capacity–cycle curve plot obtained after fifty cycles of charge and
discharge of six batteries with different deformation amounts. The charge–discharge cycle
adopted the mode of CC-CV, and the charge rate was 0.2 C, and the specific charging method
was stated in Section 2.2. The nominal capacity of the battery used in the experiment was
2.5 Ah. When comparing the initial points of each curve, it was found that the initial
capacity value of the deformed batteries was reduced, and the larger the deformation, the
smaller the initial capacity. Observing the trends in the curves, it was found that the larger
the battery deformation, the faster the capacity reduction over the charge cycles. Based
on the analysis of the battery structure and its working principle, we postulate that the
following reasons might lead to large attenuation of battery capacity.

The electrodes of lithium ions are porous structures, and the analysis of Figure 4b
in Section 3.1 shows that the mechanical properties of the battery are similar to those of
porous materials. After radial compression, the electrode structure of the battery would
have been deformed and damaged to some extent, leading to decreased embedding and
mobility of lithium ions, thus reducing the specific capacity of the battery. Furthermore,
when the battery was squeezed, the porosity of the separator would change, which would
reduce the pass rate of lithium ions and affect the capacity of the battery.
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3.3. Influence of Axial Deformation on Capacity and Safety

The axial loading process is usually divided into four stages [5,6]: In the first stage, the
groove between the positive cap and the jellyroll was squeezed, with the top and bottom
edges of the groove folded to touch. In the second stage, the jellyroll joined the resistance
to the load and was deformed to local buckling with indentations. In the third stage, the
battery was further compressed, and the damaged to the jellyroll increased. In the fourth
stage, as the overall deformation of the battery further increased, short circuiting occurred
and became more serious.

Figure 8 shows the load, voltage, and temperature–displacement curves of 40% SOC
and 80% SOC batteries under 2 mm/min quasi-static loading. It can be concluded that
the safety limit for the axial deformation is about 2.3 mm. At about 2.3 mm, the voltage of
the 40% SOC battery had only a small drop and small temperature rise, but the voltage of
the 80% SOC battery of dropped to 0 V and thermal runaway occurred. This showed that
batteries with higher SOC were more sensitive to deformation damage and would yield
more Joule heat and thermal runaway in earlier stages.
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Figure 8. Load, voltage, and temperature–displacement curves of batteries with different SOCs:
(a) 40%; (b) 80%.

In order to understand the influence of deformation on battery safety, the battery with
0% SOC was loaded at a rate of 2 mm/min to the sudden drop of voltage and stopped. The
load, voltage, and temperature–displacement curves obtained are shown in Figure 9a. It
was found that the battery voltage continued to decrease after the loading was stopped and
quickly dropped to near zero, while the temperature continued to rise. Figure 9b shows
the CT scan image of the battery after loading. The top of the jellyroll was squeezed and
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bent. The failure of the battery was mainly caused by the contact between the anode and
cathode materials due to the compression of the jellyroll, resulting in the voltage drop and
total battery failure.
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3.4. Comparison of the Two Typess of Deformation on Battery Safety and Capacity

When comparing the response to the axial and radial deformation, it was found that
the initial capacity of the battery decreased with the battery deformation under the radial
plate compression, and the battery capacity decayed faster as the number of charging and
discharging cycles increased. If the battery lateral residual deformation remained less than
or equal to 3.36 mm, it could still be recharged, with little impact on its safety performance.
However, in the axially loaded battery, the jellyroll came in contact with the positive and
negative cap under less deformation, resulting in electrode folding and voltage drop; thus,
Joule heat aggregation led to thermal runaway of the high-SOC battery.

Figure 10 shows the values of battery deformation when the complete voltage drop
occurred under the two different loading modes. Compared with radial deformation,
a smaller axial deformation caused battery failure and thermal runaway, resulting in
lower battery safety. This was because of the different effects of the deformation modes
on the battery electrode sheets and separators. When loaded laterally, the jellyroll is
not easy to bend relatively, and the electrode sheets and separators will be constantly
compacted during the compression process, with the load-bearing capacity increased. In
contrast, under axial loading, the battery behaves as a thin-walled cylindrical shell under
compression, deforming with bucking wrinkles with excessive local bending, which easily
causes damage.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, the axial and radial loading of lithium-ion batteries with different SOC
were performed. The failure modes of the batteries under the two loading modes and the
influence of deformation on their safety performance and capacity were discussed. The
results are presented below.

1. It was found that the deformation process of the battery under radial compression
could be divided into five stages. Stage I and Stage II were for the steel shell and steel
core to resist the load, respectively. In Stage III and Stage IV, the jellyroll resisted the
load, the electrolyte was squeezed out, and the nominal modulus of the cell reached
its maximum at the end of Stage III. In Stage V, the battery was severely damaged
and cracks appeared; interlayer fracture and local buckling were found in the failure
modes of the battery.

2. When loaded axially, the voltage of the battery fell step by step. When the jellyroll
was subjected to local indentation, the electrode was squeezed and bent, the voltage
dropped slightly, and continued to drop to zero after loading was stopped, and the
battery failed.

3. The radial deformation reduced the capacity of the battery; the initial capacity de-
creased more as the deformation increased, and the capacity decayed constantly with
as the number of charge–discharge cycles increased. However, the local deformation
of the jellyroll caused by axial loading resulted in battery failure, but did not affect
the electrode material structure and had little impact on the capacity.

4. When the radial residual deformation was less than or equal to 3.36 mm, the battery
could undergo normal charging and discharging cycle without safety problems. How-
ever, when the axial deformation reached 2.3 mm, the battery failed, and even caused
thermal runaway for a high-SOC lithium-ion battery, meaning that the battery was
more sensitive to axial deformation.

The results of the study reveal the influence of deformation on the battery, which
has notable significance for judging the safety performance of the battery and the safe
arrangement of battery packs.
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